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Abstract. Meta-heuristic methods have been widely used for solving complex problems,

1. Introduction

recent years, the researchers have found proper ndings
in most complicated optimization issues by applying
innovative ways.
The related algorithms are classi ed into two
classes of de nite and probable forms [1]. De nite
algorithms are local searching methods based on a
gradient, requiring basic movement information for
nding possible solutions [2]. In such issues in which
solution space is non-convex, it is not simple to nd a
global optimal solution using these algorithms. In other
words, some non-convex problems include multiple
local optimal solutions in their solving space. In such
problems, the quality of nal solutions needs de nite
initial values. These algorithms are inspired by natural
phenomena and do not need moving information for

Optimization;
Pumping station;
Operation;
Water distribution
networks;
G-JPSO.

recently. Among these methods, Jumping Particle Swarm Optimization (JPSO) is regarded
as a promising algorithm. However, in order to achieve more robust performance, the
probability of solving the graph-based problems is modi ed by changing the jumping nature
of this algorithm. A new algorithm called G-JPSO is presented, which is evaluated by
solving Fletcher-Powell function and optimal control of pumps in water distribution network
problems. In addition to the reduction of electricity cost and the problem limitations such
as minimum required pressure in each node, minimum and maximum height of tanks should
also be considered. Moreover, another limitation on the objective function was performed
that includes the maximum times of turning the pumps on and o . In order to determine
the pumps' optimal operation, an optimization-simulation model based on the optimization
algorithms G-JPSO and JPSO is developed. This proposed model is used for determining
an optimal operation program of Van Zyl distribution network. The comparison carried
out between the results of our proposed algorithm and those of the similar algorithms,
including ant colony, genetic, and JPSO, shows the high ability of the presented algorithm
in nding near-optimum solutions with reasonable computation costs.
© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Optimization in mathematics and computer science is
a process of selecting or nding the best member in a
set of available options. Each process has optimizing
potential, and complicated issues can be modeled in
engineering, economic, and commercial sciences such
as optimizing issues. The objective of modeling such
issues is to minimize the time, cost, and risk or
to maximize the bene t, quality, and eciency. In
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nding any solution. The most important probable
optimal algorithms are genetic algorithm, forbidden
search, group ingredients optimization, and ant colony
simulation. In recent years, hybrid global-local algorithms were applied successfully for solving non-convex
problems [2]. These algorithms combine the local and
global searching aspects in their structures for ecient
searching. In these algorithms, the searching process
starts with multiple points, and searching for solution
space will be carried out with these points; then, local
searching algorithms nd an optimal solution in these
spaces. The searching space could be in the continuous
or discrete form. One of these algorithms, which is
very useful in water engineering domain, is Jumping
Particle Swarm Optimization (JPSO). The rst aim of
this paper is to develop the aforementioned algorithm
in discrete space in order to solve discrete graphic
problems in it and, then, measure its performance in
pumps optimal operation problems in water distribution networks.
The main portion of the energy consumed in water
distribution networks is related to the available pumps
in those networks. By determining a proper schedule
for operation of the pumps in the water transferring
system, the energy cost can be reduced by a signi cant
amount.
Since the constraints and objective functions are
non-linear and the number of decision variables and
constraints is simply high, the problem of pumps
optimal operation in a water distribution network is
a part of large non-linear problems. The objective
function is to minimize the operational objectives from
pumping stations during a planning horizon, in which
the system pumps out water during this time [3].
Recently, many studies have been conducted on
pumps optimal performance and pumping stations.
For example, Mackle et al. (1995) performed some researches on the optimal operation of pumping stations
(consumed electricity cost). In their research, genetic
algorithm was used as an optimization tool [4]. Using
genetic algorithm, Rodin and Moradi-Jalal (2002) optimized pumping stations for minimizing the cost during
a day [5]. Moradi-Jalal (2003) also presented a new
model for designing optimal operation from agricultural pumping stations by utilizing genetic algorithm.
In their model, by considering leveraging characteristics of pumps and curve in the downstream, di erent
combinations of pumps are made that can meet the
needs; then, the one with the least cost will be selected
as the nal option among the choices [6]. Using PSO
algorithm, Rajabpour and Afshar presented an optimal
operation program from continuous pumping stations
with variable speed pumps to minimize energy cost [7].
Van Zyl et al. (2004) conducted an optimal operation
of distribution network pumps by using genetic algorithm [8]. Lopez-Iban~ez (2008) optimized the operation
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of pumps by considering the times of turning on and o
as a limitation using ant colony algorithm [9]. Bozorg
Hadad and Marino (2007) used dynamic and static
penalty functions for Honey-Bee Mating Optimization
(HBMO) algorithm [10]. Sanda-Carmen et al. (2010)
determined the optimal operation instruction of a loop
network with variable demands and variable speed
pumps using ant colony optimization algorithm [11].
Combining linear programing with genetic algorithm,
Rasoulzadeh Gharibdosti et al. optimized pumping
stations for optimal operation. In comparison with ant
colony algorithm and genetic algorithm, their combined
algorithm showed better results [12].
Hashemi et al. (2011) used variable speed pumps
in distribution networks in order to decrease energy
consumption cost. Their studies about Verdaver distribution network resulted in a 5.43% decrease in energy
consumption cost [13]. Following this, Hashemi et al.
(2012) showed that the use of variable speed pumps in
distribution networks, in addition to the reduction of
energy cost, increased the reliability of water-supplying
system [14]. In order to study a decrease in leakage
and pressure in water distribution networks, Mehzad et
al. (2012) determined the optimal operation program
for pumping stations. Their results showed that a
reduction in energy cost, leakage, available pressure
can be achieved through smart programming [15].
Hashemi et al. (2014) used the ant colony algorithm
to optimize pumping program in water distribution
network using variable speed pumps in the status of
water demanding changes during a day. In addition to
the methods proposed for reduction in searching space,
it was shown that the use of variable speed pumps
could lead to greater saving (about 10%) in pumping
energy cost, compared with xed-speed pumps [16].
In addition, concerning pumps operation schedule in a
water distribution network, the studies of Abdelmeguid
and Ulanicki (2010), Skworcow et al. (2010), Fiorelli
et al. (2012), and Paluszczyszyn et al. (2013) can be
considered [17{20].
Applying innovative changes in jumping nature
of JPSO algorithm, this paper adds the ability to
solve discrete graph problems. Then, to investigate the
capability of the proposed algorithm, the mathematical
complex function of Fletcher{Powell ( ve dimensions)
and the pumps' optimal control issue in water distribution networks will be studied, and the results will
be compared with those of ant colony and genetic
algorithm.

2. A review on non-continuous PSO algorithms
For the rst time, by proposing a simple change in
standard PSO nature, Kennedy and Eberhart (1997)
used this algorithm for solving non-continuous problems [21]. In standard PSO, speed, in this case, means
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particle movement vector in searching space; however,
in discrete space, this meaning does not hold anymore.
In this developed algorithm, the threshold speed is a
possibility based on which variable Xij has the value
of 0 or 1.
In this algorithm, updating velocity is mostly
similar to the standard PSO; however, the weight
inertia parameter (w) is not applied to it as follows:
v0 ij = vij + c1 rand()(bij xij )+ c2 rand()(gj xij ): (1)
In order to specify a new value for Xij , at rst, the
speed value should be changed to a number between
zero and one. For this purpose, sigmoid function S (X )
will be used in the following:
1
S (x) =
:
(2)
1 + ex
Then, the value of variable Xij will be selected accidentally through Eq. (3):
(
1 if (rand() < S (v0 ij ))
0
x ij =
(3)
0; otherwise
Yang et al. (2004) and Al-Kazemi and Mohan (2002),
based on PSO non-continuous algorithm of Kennedy
and Eberhart, presented similar PSO algorithms for
solving problems coded as 0 and 1. The main di erence
between these two algorithms and non-continuous PSO
algorithm of Kennedy and Eberhart lies in `how the
speed is updated' [22,23].
Morono{Perez et al. (2007) innovated a new
method based on PSO for solving combined optimal
problems [24]. Since the speed vector cannot be
described as a particle movement vector in a discrete
space, it is simply disregarded in their method. In
this method, a particle movement in a discrete space
is described as a particle jumping from a response to
another one. This jump can resemble the jump of a
frog on lilies. The name of this algorithm is Jumping
PSO (JPSO).

2.1. Jumping PSO (JPSO)

In this method, the position of a particle Xi =
(Xi1 ; Xi2 ; :::; Xis ) (s is the number of decision variables) is studied as an acceptable response for the
combined optimal problem. The particle position in
each iteration will change through jumping from one
response to another. There can be four kinds of
jumping in any iteration, one of which will be selected.
The rst is an accidentally chosen jumping. The second
is a jump toward the best previous position of particle
Bi = (bi1 ; bi2 ; :::; bis ); the third is a jump toward
the best position in the particle neighborhood Gi =
(Gi1 ; Gi2 ; :::; Gis ), and the fourth is a jump toward
the best position in iteration G = (g1 ; g2 ; :::; gs ). In
this method, Bi , Gi , and G are called attractors.
Components' position timing is described by Eq. (4):

Xi = c1 Xi  c2 Bi  c3 Gi  c4 G :

(4)

This equation shows that, with the possibility of c1 ,
the jumping will be done accidentally (jumping type 1);
with the possibility of c2 , the jumping will be formed
toward Bi (jumping type 2); with the possibility of
c3 , the jumping will be formed toward Gi (jumping
type 3); with the possibility of c4 , the jumping will
be formed toward G (jumping type 4). The sum of
values c1 , c2 , c3 , and c4 is equal to 1; in each phase,
however, only one of them will act. In each phase,
the jumping will be done step by step. Suppose that
one of the jumping kinds is selected for the considered
particle with the selection possibility of ci and, in
the rst jumping step, one of the decision variables
is selected accidentally with a steady possibility and
its value, which will be changed. In jumping type 1,
the changing value of the decision variable is chosen
accidentlly, while it is substituted with its same value
in attractor in jumping types 2, 3, and 4. Following the
completion of the rst step, the random number  with
a steady possibility is selected between zero and one.
If  is smaller than ci , then another decision variable
is selected accidentlly with a steady possibility and its
value, which will be changed; otherwise, the jumping
stops.

3. The mechanism of the proposed algorithm
The tree growing algorithm for solving the problem
of optimal order of the pressurized irrigation network
was rst examined by Sami Kashkouli and Monem
by applying innovative changes in the jumping nature
of JPSO algorithm examined [25]. In this paper, by
modeling based on the mentioned method and applying
some additional changes, the ability to solve discrete
graphic issues has been created. This algorithm is
named G-JSPO, and its owchart is presented in
Figure 1. The changes applied to JPSO algorithm are
of jumping nature, which will be described in detail in
G-JSPO algorithm, as in the following.
In the phase of jumping in the ith particle, at
rst, the particle (Figure 2(a)) and the attractor (a
random subgroup from the total set of decision options)
(Figure 2(b)) are prescribed, and a basic order is gained
(a suborder from a maximum order) (Figure 2(c)).
Then, a new response graph is selected from this
basic order (Figure 2(d)). It should be mentioned
that each created particle and, also, each created
attractor represent a response graph. Figure 2 shows
all the jumping steps toward the attractor described in
Figure 1.
Since G-JPSO algorithm is proposed in order to
empower JPSO to deal with graphic-based problems
(such as the problems soluble using ACO algorithm)
and to obtain better answers, a basic change is applied
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Figure 1. G-JPSO algorithm.
to the jumping section when the graph of the new
answer is generated (compared to JPSO algorithm).
Hence, in the components synchronization section of
Figure 1, some explanations are added to illustrate this
point. This section concerns (a) the superposition of
the generated component (from jumping of JPSO) and
a random attractor, (b) the creation of a total graph,
and (c) the production of a new particle answer from
the total graph (an initial answer for the next iterations
in G-JPSO and calculating the objective function).

Figure 3 depicts a particle in G-JPSO algorithm.
As is shown, in each decision point, the algorithm can
select one of the numbers between 1 and 24 (daytime
hours). It starts from the rst decision point with on
status and continues to the end. In each decision point,
the sum of the chosen numbers should be less than 24
(total daytime hours is 24). For example, the selection
particle in Figure 3 shows that the pump is on in the
rst hour; then, it is o for two hours; it is on for twelve
hours and, then, it is o for one hour. One hour later, it
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Figure 4. The two-dimensional Fletcher-Powell function.
Figure 2. Jumping and updating particle in G-JPSO.

f (x) =
Ai =
Bi =

n
X
i=1

n
X
j =1

(Ai

Bi )2 ;

(aij sin /j +bij cos /j );

n
X
j =1

(aij sin xj + bij cos xj );

  xj   (i = 1; 2; :::; n);

Figure 3. A particle in G-JPSO.
will be on and, nally, it is o for seven hours. It means
that this pump is on and o for 3 times in daytime.

4. Sample issues
In order to study the ability of the proposed algorithm,
at rst, the complicated mathematical Fletcher-Powell
function (5 dimensions) and, then, pumps optimal
control issue in water distribution networks are investigated as the real optimizing problem.

4.1. Minimizing the Fletcher-Powell function

Fletcher-Powell function is a non-linear function and
is nonpolar and inseparable from its variables [26].
In addition, an irregular distribution of local optimal
points is another characteristic of this function. The
form of this function is as follows:

(5)

where aij and bij are the random integers in the
allowed range [ 100; 100], and i is a random value
in range [ ; ]. As is obvious at the rst look,
the total optimal value of this function is equal to
0; therefore, the decision variables will be attained
as xj = j (j = 1; 2; 3; :::; n). However, owing to
the complexities involved, nonpolar and inseparable
variables, and the irregularity of a local optimum, its
solution is dicult whether in a de nite form or in a
searching form. Figure 4 shows the mentioned (twodimensional) function (n = 2).
For modeling this problem with G-JPSO algorithm, the domain is divided into 11 equal classes.
Statistical results of 15 di erent performances are
shown in Table 1 by using G-JPSO algorithm.

Table 1. Statistical analysis of Fletcher-Powell function.
Algorithm
ACO G-JPSO
Middle answer
3227.41 219.3657
The best answer
723.74 50.3271
The worst answer 7625.42 341.6048
 Jalali and Afshar (2005) [27].
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Table 2. G-JPSO parameters.
The number The number C1 C2 C3 C4
of repetitions of particles
1000
20
0.55 0.15 0.15 0.15
In Table 2, the parameters of G-JPSO algorithm
used in solving this mathematical function are listed.
Tables 1 and 2 demonstrate that, by assigning the
proposed mechanism, the results are much better than
those of ant colony algorithm.

4.2. Pumps optimal control in distribution
networks

For determining pumps optimal operation program,
a simulation-optimization model is proposed based
on optimizing algorithm G-JPSO. In this model, the
proposed algorithm was assimilated in Matlab area
with the hydraulic part of EPANET model. A proper
operation schedule includes the determination of on
and o statuses of each pump in the considered
time range. In addition to decreasing the electricity
consumption cost, the need for consuming nodes and
limitations such as minimal required pressure in each
node, minimal and maximal levels of tanks, and some
similar features emerges. The other limitation includes
the times of turning the pumps on and o such that
the objective function is performed in both statuses.
The rst status of each pump's on-o status was
determined three times at maximum, and the second
status of each pump's on-o status was determined
exactly three times. The proposed model is used in
the distribution network of Van Zyl and the optimal
operation instruction of derivation, and the results will
be compared with those of genetic and ant colony
algorithms.
The objective function in pumps optimal control
problem in the distribution network is to minimize
the amount of energy consumption cost during the
daytime. The decision variables include the on and
o statuses of available pumps in the network during
di erent daytime times.
The objective function in this problem is de ned
as in Eq. (6):
MinCost =

Np X
NT
X
n=1 i=1

Re (i):Ec (n; i):S (n; i)

+ P enalty1 + P enalty2:
(6)
In the above equation, Np is the number of pumps, NT
is the number of time ranges, S (n; i) is the operation
time of pump n in time range i, Re (i) is the energy
de nition in time range i, and Ec (n; i) is the energy
consumption of pump n in time range (kW).
The energy consumption of a pump depends
on discharge, pumping height, and pump eciency,
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obtained through the following equation:
Ec (n; i) =

0:01019:Q(n; i):h(n; i)
;
e(n; i)

(7)

where Q(n; i) is the pumping discharge of pump n in
time range (L=s)i, h(n; i) is the pumping height of
pump n in time range i(m), and e(n; i) is the pumping
eciency of pump n in time range i.
In this model, the energy cost is calculated by
EPANET model directly. In addition, the penalties
are as follows.
- Penalty 1: The penalty that is considered for backtracking of the considered option from the allowed
minimum and maximum levels of the tank. The
value of this penalty is calculated through the following equation:
P enalty1 =

8
P
PT
>
< Nt

k=1



t=1 H

Hkt

2

min;k
PNt PT  Hkt 2
>
: k=1 t=1

Hmax;k

8

(

Hkt < Hmin;k
Hkt > Hmax;k

(8)

where k is the number of tanks, Nt is the total
number of all tanks, t is the number of the considered
time ranges, and T is the total number of time ranges
where water depth values will be calculated. Hkt is
the water depth value in the kth tank in the tth
time range. Hmin;k and Hmax;k are minimum and
maximum allowed water depths in the kth tank,
respectively.
- Penalty 2: This penalty is considered for the creation
of depth lack. Depth lack is the saving tank depth
lack at the end of the period toward its depth at the
start of the period, and the value of this penalty is
calculated through the following equation:
(

P enalty2 =

Nt
X



HkT
HIni;k
k=1

1

2 )

;

(9)

where HkT is the water depth of the kth tank at the
end of the time period, and HIni;k is the rst water
depth in the kth tank.
It should be mentioned that and are the
penalty coecients and their proper values in the
studied issue obtained after trial-and-error approach
are = 1010 and = 1011 , respectively.
On the other hand, another operation cost imposed on the system is about turning the pumps on
and o . This cost will increase by an increment in
the number of turning the pumps on and o . One
way for performing this operation cost with respect
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to the objective function is to minimize the times of
turning the pumps on and o . The calculation of the
cost of turning the pumps on and o is a dicult task
and cannot be done carefully; thus, it is suggested to
perform the times of turning the pumps on and o
as a limitation on the objective function [28]. This
limitation is stated through the following equations:
NS = NP

 SW;

(10)

NS  NP

 SW;

(11)

where NS is the total time of turning system pumps on
and o , and SW is the maximum time of turning each
pump on and o . In Eq. (10), the time of turning each
pump on and o is equal to SW ; in Eq. (11), the time
of turning each pump on and o is equal to SW in the
maximum case.

cost of distribution network pumps through 25 times
of program runs with Ns  9 and Ns = 9 for
the two algorithms, JPSO and G-JPSO. As is shown
in Ns  9, the results of the objective function of
JPSO algorithm are better than those of Hybrid GA
algorithm. In both statuses, JPSO algorithm has a
better average response; the worst response, which
was yielded in 25 times of the model running, was
lower than that of the two others. The power of ant
colony algorithm for nding the minimal response was
greater than that of the two other algorithms in both
statuses. By presenting the proposed mechanism, G-

5. Model performance and result surveying
5.1. Van Zyl water distribution network

In order to study the performance of G-JPSO algorithm, Van Zyl water distribution network, presented
by Van Zyl in 2004, has been solved [7]. This network
includes three pumps and two tanks, as illustrated in
Figure 5. The Pumps 1A and 2B are connected to
each other in a parallel form. When each pump is
activated, the Pump 3B transfers water from Tank A
to Tank B. The height of Tank B is more than that
of Tank A. The period of pump cycle is 24 hours,
which is divided into 24 one-hour periods. At the
beginning of the operation period which is considered
simultaneously with the beginning of electricity cost
messenger (7:00 am), 95% of the tank volume is full
of water. Therefore, the rst water heights of Tank
A and Tank B are 4.5 and 9.5 meters, respectively
[8]. The considered problem has been solved in two
statuses of Ns  9 and Ns = 9 with the two algorithms,
JPSO and G-JPSO. In algorithm analysis, the results
of 25 times of di erent algorithm performances were
used. Each time, the performance of the objective
function model was calculated 6000 times. Tables 3 and
4 show the statistical results of electricity consumption

Figure 5. Van Zyl network.
Table 4. The cost of electricity and turning o of the

pumps run at 25 times 6000 model and calculating the
objective function (NS = 9).

GJPSO

Algorithm
JPSO

CE NS CE NS
The best 328.69 9 341.41 9
Median 336.36 9 347.66 9
The worst 347.58 9 355.81 9
 : Lopez et al. (2008) [9].

ACO

CE NS
329.1 9
357.9 9
364.7 9

Table 3. The cost of electricity and turning o of the pumps run at 25 times 6000 model and calculating the objective
function (NS  9).

GJPSO

The best
Median
The worst

CE
325.96
334.91
349.32

NS
6
6
5

 : Lopez-Iban~ez et al. (2008) [9].

Algorithm
JPSO
ACO

CE
341.7
344.21
353.11

NS
6
7
9

CE
326.5
349.2
357.6

NS
3
4
7

Hybrid GA

CE
344.4
348.6
354.8

NS

3
4
5
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Table 5. G-JPSO and JPSO algorithm parameters for solving optimal control problem pumps (NS  9).
Algorithm The number The number C1 C2 C3 C4
of repetitions of particles
G-JPSO
JPSO

10
400

600
15

0.7
0.55

0.1
0.15

0.1
0.15

0.1
0.15

Table 6. G-JPSO and JPSO algorithm parameters for solving optimal control problem pumps (NS = 9).
Algorithm The number The number C1 C2 C3 C4
of repetitions of particles
G-JPSO
12
500
0.7 0.1 0.1 0.1
JPSO
400
15
0.55 0.15 0.15 0.15
Table 7. The cost of electricity varying with the number of repetitions and the number of particles (NS  9).
Algorithm The number of The number of Minimum cost
repetitions
particles
(dollar)
600
10
330.3
500
14
328.59
400
15
333.81
G-JPSO
200
30
338.32
12
500
330.26
10
600
325.96

JPSO

600
500
400
200
12
600

10
14
15
30
500
10

344.4
346.1
341.7
342.7
343.3
342.5

Table 8. The cost of electricity varying with the number of repetitions and the number of particles (NS = 9).
Algorithm The number of The number of Minimum cost
repetitions
particles
(dollar)
600
10
334.63
500
14
337.38
400
15
330.97
G-JPSO
200
30
335.57
12
500
331
10
600
328.69
600
10
348.38
500
14
345.63
400
15
341.41
JPSO
200
30
347.17
12
500
345.62
600
10
343.57
JPSO algorithm reaches a better response than that
of ant colony algorithm. By applying the proposed
algorithm and making a graph for solving the problem,
the searching space has decreased and the possibility to
reach an optimal response has increased (the searching
space decreased from the status 224 = 16; 777; 216

to the status 290,998 for Ns  3 for each pump).
Tables 5 and 6 list the parameters of JPSO and GJPSO algorithms for solving the problem of pumps
optimal control with Ns  9 and Ns = 9. Tables 7 and
8 show the statistical results of electricity consumption
cost of distribution network pumps in 25 times of
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Figure 6. Convergence of optimal solution and optimal
control problem in the algorithm pumps G-JPSO
(NS  9).

Figure 9. Convergence of optimal solution and optimal

control problem in the algorithm pumps JPSO (NS = 9).

Figure 7. Convergence of optimal solution and optimal

control problem in the algorithm pumps JPSO (NS  9).

Figure 10. Optimal on and o turning of the pump
during a 24-hour period (NS  9).

Figure 8. Convergence of optimal solution and optimal
control problem in the algorithm pumps G-JPSO
(NS = 9).

program running with Ns  9 and Ns = 9 for the
two algorithms, JPSO and G-JPSO. Figures 6{7 and
Figures 8{9 respectively show the optimal response
convergence of the pumps optimal control problem in
JPSO and G-JPSO algorithms with Ns  9 and Ns =
9. Figures 10 and 11 depict the operation instruction
from available pumps in the network during 24 hours of
the operation period with Ns  9 and Ns = 9 resulting
from G-JPSO and JPSO algorithms.

5.2. Richmond real network

In order to examine the eciency of the presented
model, the proposed algorithm is also applied to the
Richmond water distribution system, which is a real
system located in England [8]. The calibrated network

Figure 11. Optimal on and o turning of the pump
during a 24-hour period (NS = 9).

has 7 pumps, 6 tanks, 1 reservoir, 948 links, and 836
nodes (Figure 12). This network was studied for the
rst time by Atkinson et al. (2000) [29]. All the tanks of
the network should be lled up to 95% at the beginning
of the period of electricity peak. Table 9 shows the
statistical results of electricity consumption cost of
distribution network pumps in 25 times of program
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Table 9. Cost of electricity in Richmond.
Algorithm
G-JPSO
JPSO
ACO
ACO
GA
(8000 evaluations) (8000 evaluations) (8000 evaluations) (50000 evaluations) (100000 evaluations)
NS  21 NS = 21
NS  21
NS  21 NS = 21 NS  21 NS = 21
NS  9
The best 24805.4 32631
37314.7
33683.3 34319.9 32728.5 32581.4
37266.5
Median 30116.1 35576.5
37697.8
36069.7 36699.7 33747.5 33634.1
41099
The Worst 33689.5 36500
42782.3
38017.3 39052.4 35745.5 34464.8
43508

 : Lopez-Iban~ez et al. 2008 [9].

Figure 12. Richmond network.
Figure 14. Optimal on and o turning of the pump
during a 24-hour period (NS = 21).

Figure 13. Optimal on and o turning of the pump
during a 24-hour period (NS  21).

running with Ns  21 and Ns = 21 for the two
algorithms, JPSO and G-JPSO. The comparison of
the obtained results and those of the ant colony and
genetic algorithm shows the superiority of the proposed
G-JPSO algorithm.
Figures 13 and 14 show the operation instructions
from available pumps in the network during 24 hours of
operation period with Ns  21 and Ns = 21 resulting
from G-JPSO and JPSO algorithms.

6. Conclusion
In this research, by applying some changes to the
jumping nature in JPSO algorithm, the ability to
solve the discrete graphic issues was considered. This
algorithm is named G-JPSO. At rst, the proposed algorithm was used for solving the mathematical problem

of minimizing Fletcher-Powell complex function, and
the observed responses were much better than those
of ant colony algorithm. To determine the pumps
optimal operation program, a simulation-optimization
model was proposed based on G-JPSO and JPSO
algorithms. Operation program includes determining
on and o statuses of each pump during the daytime
in the time range of 1 hour. Thus, in addition to
a decrease in the electricity consumption cost, the
need for low-consuming nodes, and problem limitations
including minimal required pressure in each node, the
minimal and maximal levels of tanks were investigated.
The other limitation includes the times of turning
the pumps on and o where the objective function
is performed in both statuses. The proposed model
was used in the distribution network of Van Zyl and
optimal operation instruction of derivation, and the
related results were compared with those of genetic
and ant colony algorithms. The results show that the
response of objective function of JPSO algorithm was
better than that of hybrid GA algorithm; however, the
power of G-JPSO algorithm for nding the minimal
response was more than that of the JPSO, Hybrid GA,
and ant colony algorithms in both statuses. However,
generally, the response of G-JPSO algorithm yielded
in 25 times of the model run was less worse than
those of the three others. In addition, the proposed
model was evaluated for Richmond real network, and
the signi cant superiority of the proposed algorithm
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over genetic and ant colony algorithms was considered.
This excellence results from solving these problems
by making a graph that leads to a decrease in the
searching space and an increase in the possibility
to reach an optimal response. In this research, by
creating this ability in JPSO algorithm, the searching
space decreased, and the power of the algorithm for
nding an optimal response increased. The required
average times for program run by a laptop equipped
with a Core i5-2430M 2.4 GHz for Van Zyl network
with 6000 iterations by G-JPSO and JPSO are 318
and 408 seconds and are 7816 and 8317 seconds for
Richmond network. The computational e ort required
by the ACO approach was measured when run on a
Pentium 4 (3.20 GHz) with 1,024 kB of cache size and
running under Red Hat GNU/Linux with kernel version
2.4.20. The mean computation time required for 6,000
evaluations of the van Zyl network was 417.6 s, while
it was 8,862 s in the case of 8,000 evaluations of the
Richmond network [9]. It is recommended that the
proposed algorithm be used for solving the problems
on the real scale, and other problems are of graphic
nature.
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